Sock Gnome Instructions

Supplies: 1 sock, scissors, colorful felt, polyfill, glue

STEP 1
Stuff the sock with polyfill below the heel. Make your gnome nice and plump! (Optional: add rice to give your gnome enough weight to stand on his own)

STEP 2
Tie off the top of the sock tightly and cut off the top of the sock. With a second piece of string, tie a looser knot near the center to form the gnome’s head.

STEP 3
Cut 11” x 3” rectangle out of felt. Wrap it around the bottom portion of the gnome, and glue it in the back. Cut an 11” x 1/2” piece for the belt.

STEP 4
Cut an oval out of felt and glue onto the top section of the sock. This will be you gnome’s face. Give him eyes and a nose!

STEP 5
Make the beard! Take the upper portion of the sock (the ribbing) and follow the cutting diagram below:

STEP 6
Glue the gnome’s beard over his face. Put on his hat, and you’re done!
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